Amniotic Injectable that Protects, Cushions, and Lubricates
Amniotic Membrane

Research has shown that amniotic membrane contains many natural components that have been used in a variety of specialty applications in regenerative medicine.

Orthopedics
Sports Medicine
Pain Management
Podiatry

Your doctor will decide the best way to use this product for your specific condition.
The Process

Quality, safety, and value from start to finish.

1 | Screening & Acquisition
   All tissue donors are screened extensively by contracted, AATB-accredited recovery agencies.

2 | Processing & Quality
   Tightly controlled manufacturing processes and quality oversight ensure allografts exceed industry standards.

3 | Serological & Endotoxin Testing
   Third-party CLIA-certified labs conduct serological and endotoxin testing to ensure that the safety and quality of this product exceed FDA requirements.
Why NuDYN™?

NuDYN™ is the result of a scientifically developed manufacturing process, where the amniotic membrane is extracted from the donor placenta, before undergoing a proprietary process that produces a cell-free injectable product, rich in beneficial intrinsic properties.

**Natural**
The manufacturing process assures that the tissue is not altered and results in a flowable fluid that retains the beneficial properties of the original allograft.

**Support**
The natural structural properties of the allograft provide protection, lubrication, and support.

**Shelf-Stable**
NuDYN™ has been sterilized to be shelf-stable at normal room temperatures. Therefore, the procedure is shorter because the product does not need to be thawed.
About Us

FIDIA PHARMA USA INC. has partnered with a US-based tissue manufacturer committed to turning innovative science into medical solutions that rekindle hope for patients nationwide.

Delivering innovations in orthobiologics, both Fidia and its partner are passionate about combining cutting-edge technology with team collaboration to create tomorrow’s solutions today. All products that we distribute either meet or exceed all current industry testing requirements.
Contact Information

Service excellence is built on trust, scientific expertise, and customer service for patients and providers alike.

+1 (877) 855-5075
www.nudynus.com